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List of abbreviations

CPCFC

: Head of Forestry and Hunting Control Post

CPF

: Forest Peasant Committee

FCle

: Communal Forest

FDN

: National Estate Forests

FGD

: Focus Group Discussions

FAO

: Food and Agriculture Organisation

FLEGT

Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade

GPS

: Global Positioning System

LC/OC

: Community Leaders/ Community Observer

MINFOF

: Ministry/Minister of forestry and Wildlife

NGO

: Non-Governmental Organisation

EU

: European Union

CSO

: Civil Society Organisation

PAPEL

: Programme d’Appui à l’élevage et de Préservation de la biodiversité autour des
aires protégées au Cameroun

PV

: Report

SNOIE

: Normalised System of Civil Society Independent Forest Monitoring

SOBATRA

: Baraka Seyni Tran company

UTM

: Universal Tranverse Mercator

WRI

: World Research Institute
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1. Executive Summary
The Normalised System of Independent Forest Monitoring (SNOIE) uses new information and
communication technologies (NICTs) as reliable sources of information to trigger monitoring
and/or verification missions. As of 28 February 2020, PAPEL received from SNOIE coordination,
Forest Link1, alerts on the existence of alleged illegal logging activities in the national estate
forests round the DJIRA village in the Batouri Subdivision, Kadey Division, East Cameroon. To
verify these allegations, PAPEL conducted a verification mission to this locality from 17 to 21
March 2020.
This mission revealed the following facts in the national estate forest:


The existence of thirty-two (32) unlabelled strains including 31 stumps of Ayous
(Triplchyton scleroxylon) and one (1) stump of Iroko (Milicia excelsa);



The existence of eight (8) stocks of sawn timber including 2016 pieces of Ayous, with a
cubic capacity of 73.60 m3 and five (05) pieces of Iroko, with a cubic capacity of 0.06 m3;



Carefully cleared machete skid trails (03) and a camp that would have sheltered the
sawyers.

The facts thus verified led PAPEL to presume unauthorized logging in the national estate forest
in violation of the provisions of Section 53 (1)2 of the forestry law of 20 January 1994. This case
is punishable under Section 156 (3)3 of the same law.
According to testimonies obtained during interviews with some local officials, these fraudulently
felled timber supplies many timber depots in Batouri. The identity of the presumed perpetrators
who own these depots is well known to the people of Djira village involved in this illegal activity.
Perpetrators or accomplices are subject to the provisions of article 984 of Law No. 2016/007 of 12
July 2016 on the Penal Code.
In addition, the copy of the letter denouncing illegal bush fire practices in the communal forest
adjacent to the area concerned and the statements received during our investigations question the
participatory management of forest resources supported in the forest policy.
To this effect, PAPEL recommends to the Minister in charge of forests and wildlife to:

1

Real-time monitoring system allowing communities (CPF, LC, OC), wherever they are located, to record and
transmit geo-referenced information on suspected illegal activities in forests. It is a source of information for SNOIE
2
The exploitation of national estate forests is carried out by sale of standing volume, by permit or by personal
authorization to log
3

Any person who commits one or more of the following offences shall be punished by a fine of between CFAF 3,000,000 and
10,000,000 or by imprisonment for between one (1) and three (3) years or by one of these penalties only: (...) unauthorized logging
in a national estate or community forest, in violation of Sections 52, 53 and 54, without prejudice to damages on the timber
exploited, as provided for in Section 159 below
4

Co-perpetrators or accomplices shall be liable to the same penalty as the main perpetrator …
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Initiate a control mission in the national estate forest around the Djira village and to control
the source of timber supply in the depots and establishments present in the town of Batouri;

-

Instruct MINFOF’s Divisional Delegation and the Council of Batouri to set up structures
for dialogue and representation of the populations (Forest Peasant Committee and Revenue
Management Committee) for all matters concerning the environment in general, and
forests in particular.
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2. Context and justification
The Normalised System of Civil Society Independent Forest Monitoring (SNOIE) is fed with
information from local communities, civil society organizations and any other stakeholder with
an interest in the forest sector. The use of new information and communication technologies
(NICTs) as sources of reliable information to trigger observation and/or verification missions has
become a major issue for the protection of forest cover in Cameroon. Indeed, since 2017, the
system uses these new information and communication technologies and more recently, Forest
Link technology. It is a real-time monitoring system allowing communities (CPF, LC, OC),
wherever they are located, to record and transmit geo-referenced information on suspected illegal
activities in forests. This technology was developed by RFUK as part of the project “Integrating
real-time community forest monitoring for livelihoods and forest maintenance in Central and West
Africa” (RTM2 project) implemented by FODER with the support of RFUK, Rainforest.
As of 28 February 2020, FODER and PAPEL received Forest-Link alerts collected by observers
and community leaders in the month of February 2020 in the DJIRA village in the Batouri
Subdivision. The alerts indicate the existence of forty-one (41) tree crowns, eight (08) stumps and
760 pieces of felled Ayous, as well as three (03) empty forest parks. The information on the
marking of tree crowns, stumps and the author of this activity was not delivered. The activity is
reportedly ongoing and expanding in the area.
Consultation of the WRI 2020 map and the list of valid permits made public by MINFOF as of 25
October 2019 (Annex 3) shows the existence of the Batouri Communal Forest around the DJIRA
village as a valid permit/in forest exploitation activities.
In view of these allegations, PAPEL initiated from 17 to 21 March 2020 a mission to verify these
alerts, the facts of which were observed around the Djira village in the Batouri Subdivision, Kadey
Division, East Region. This mission was supported by the “Independent monitoring of timber
supply chains and amplification of information from independent forest monitoring (Relai-OI
Project)”, implemented by FODER with the financial support of the FAO EU FLEGT programme.

3. Objectives of mission
The general objective of this mission was to verify and document the facts contained in the Forest
Link alerts observed around the DJIRA village in the Batouri Subdivision, Kadey Division, East
Cameroon.
More specifically, it was to:
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1) Verify the existence of stumps, crowns and yards, whether or not they contain logs
from the DJIRA village;
2) Document the steps taken by community members and conduct a few interviews with
members of the indigenous community who are in favour of the mission;
3) Investigate the circuit/itinerary of these timbers and the accomplices;
4) Analyse the observed facts and make recommendations.
The map showing the location of the mission is shown in the figure below.
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4. Equipment, methodology and composition of the mission team
4.1.

Equipment

The equipment used for this mission is summarized as follows:
a) Field data collection equipment:
o A CANON digital camera ;
o A branded Garmin etrex 64 GPS;
o An observation sheet and two copies of the interview reports to collect the opinions of
the communities and other relevant actors on the facts observed;
o One decametre;
o Two notepads, pens, Duracell batteries.
b) Security equipment
o Two pairs of boots, two helmets, two coats and two jackets;
o Two machetes;
c) Rolling equipment
o Two Sanili and Nanfang motorcycles for the team's field trip.
d) Equipment for data processing and analysis
o One (01) laptop computer with GIS software;

4.2.

Methodology

The method used during this mission consisted in:


Documentary research/consultation (laws and regulations governing forestry activity,
forest maps, the Interactive Forest Atlas 2020, updated list of valid titles, penal code);
this documentary research made it possible to identify the different logging titles
(mapping the titles in the locality) and verify their validity;



Individual and/or group (FGD) interviews were used to gather views on this activity and
to identify the alleged perpetrator. The targets of these interviews were the traditional
authority of the DJIRA village, representatives of the local forest administration, the
heads of the communal forestry unit of the Batouri council, and any other person who
volunteered and supported the mission. These interviews provided information not only
on the alleged perpetrators, but also on the circuit or destination of the timber.



The observation of the facts denounced through the taking of photos and GPS
coordinates of the corresponding points; the identification of the species, of the stocks
of sawn timber in the parks; the estimation of the quantities of sawn timber found; was
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obtained by calculating the product of the dimensions measured on each piece (length
x width x thickness) by the total number of pieces;


Analysis and processing of data collected on the field.

The metric coordinates of zone 33 N of the observed facts were projected on topographic
backgrounds (Batouri sheet) using cartographic software (QGIS 2.14) to locate the observed
facts related to the various titles and the national estate forest. Testimonies and the comparison
of these observed facts and documents obtained in relation to legal and regulatory provisions
enabled the team to make observations and formulate recommendations.

4.3.

Composition of mission team

This mission was carried out by a team composed of:


A forestry engineer, head of mission;



An environmental lawyer, Member;



One (01) Community Observer.
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5. Results obtained
5.1.

Facts and Factual Imagery

5.1.1.

Existence of unmarked stumps around the DJIRA village

Photo 1a) : Unmarked Ayous stump
GPS 33 N X : 442 419 ; Y : 488 869

Photo 1c) : Unmarked Iroko stump
GPS 33 N X : 442 474 ; Y : 489 090

Photo 1b) : Unmarked Ayous stump
GPS 33N X : 442 461 ; Y: 488 917

Photo 1d) : Unmarked Ayous stump
GPS 33N X : 440 397 ; Y: 489 640

The mission identified a total of 32 unmarked stumps including 31 stumps of Ayous and 01
stumps of Iroko. The UTM coordinates of all these stumps are given in Annex 1 of this report.
5.1.2. Existence of sawn timber and logging sites
In the logging area surveyed, the mission team discovered at the sawing sites that some logs
lying in the forest bore inscriptions that certainly translated the name of the sawyer and the
number of pieces that had been cut. At some sites, fire was observed to burn through the timber
remains as shown in the images below.
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Photo 2a) : Remains of sawn Iroko ;
GPS 33N X : 442 386 ; Y: 489 044

Photo 2b) : Inscriptions on an Ayous log
GPS 33N X : 442 485 ; Y : 489 043

Photo 2c) : Another inscription on an Ayous log
GPS 33N X : 440 460 ; Y : 489 628

Photo 2a) : Fire on remains of sawn Ayous ;
GPS 33N X : 442 419 ; Y: 488 879

5.1.3.

Existence of stocks of sawn timber at the time of the passage of the mission

Along three (03) machete-opened evacuation routes, the mission identified large stocks of sawn
timber from the chainsaws, totalling two thousand and twenty-one (2021) pieces with an
estimated volume of 73.66 m3. Ayous 2016 pieces and Iroko, 5 pieces, are the main target
species.
During this mission, the team was able to observe young people carrying planks at their head
(topping) to the storage sites.
The photos below show four (04) stocks of Ayous cut timber littering the forest.
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Photo 3a) : Stock of sawn Ayous (500 pieces) in a
park
GPS 33N X: 441 891; Y: 490199

Photo 3b) : Stock of sawn Ayous (800 pieces) along
an evacuation path
GPS 33N X: 441 561; Y: 488475

Photo 3b) : Stock of sawn Ayous (512 pieces) in a
park
GPS 33N X : 442 328 ; Y : 489 458

Photo 3c) : Stock of sawn Ayous (122 pieces) along
an evacuation path
GPS 33N X 442 275 ; Y : 489 290

5.1.4.

Other observed facts

During these field investigations, a camp sheltering the actors (sawyers, trackers, fellers) was
identified. Similarly, evacuation (either on foot or by car) and logging tracks were carefully laid
out using machetes, as shown in the photos below.
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Photo 4a) : Camp and some equipment
GPS 33N X : 442 385 ; Y : 489 043
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Photo 4b) : machete forest-cleared road
GPS 33N X : 441 312 ; Y : 488 588

5.2.

Interviews with supporters of the mission

5.2.1.

Interview with the representative of the traditional authority of Djira village

The mission team met with the chief of the Djira village and a group of young sawn timber
carriers was (toppers) met in the field. After obtaining prior consent, it emerged that:
o This forestry activity has been going on in this village since January 2020; the timber
is evacuated at night and supplies the other regions than the East;
o

The people involved are residents of Batouri, that is, a certain ALADJI DJIBRILA
who owns a timber depot in Batouri; the éstablissement SOBATRA Sarl (Baraka Seyni
Tran Company);

o The young people of the village bring these loggers into the forest and complain that
they get nothing in return (jobs, a share for the local communities) from the exploitation
of the communal forest they live in.
5.2.2.

Interview with the agents on duty at the Batouri forestry post

The mission team took turns interviewing an officer and the head of the Batouri forestry post,
who was contacted by telephone. After stating our identity, the following summary emerged:
o

The existence of intense illegal forest activity whose actors/authors are residents of the
villages of Djira and Ambana with the complicity of traditional authorities;

o A joint filed trip by officers on duty from the forestry post and the Batouri council took
place on 14 March 2020; a chainsaw was seized, and a seizure report was drawn up
under threats from the populations of the DJIRA and AMBANA villages bordering the
Batouri communal forest;
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o Another field trip has been planned for 27 March 2020 during which they will solicit
the support of elements of the Batouri Gendarmerie Brigade and those of the Divisional
Delegation of Forestry;
o The forest control post does not have the logistical means (vehicle and motorbike) to
deal with such a situation effectively.
5.2.3.

Interview with an agent from the Batouri communal forestry unit

The team met with two representatives of the communal forestry unit, who, according to their
testimony, noted the following facts:
o The Batouri communal forest is subject to illegal logging (timber harvesting and bush
fires) whose activities extend into the area observed by the team;
o A letter of denunciation (Annex 2) was sent to the Mayor of Batouri and a joint mayor’s
office, post office and forestry team went to the field on 14 March; the local population
had set up barricades and the council staff involved in this mission was severely
molested;
o The perpetrators of these activities are well known to the local administrative
authorities; they all live in the town of Batouri;
o These sawn logs supply the timber depots in Batouri, including the establishment called
SOBATRA Sarl, head office Batouri P.O box 27, whose main activity is the marketing
of sawn logs.
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Cartography of the facts observed in the national estate forest around Djira village
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Analysis of the observed facts

The projection of the UTM metric coordinates of the facts (stumps, sawmill sites, logs, tracks)
identified shows that these activities actually took place in the national estate forest, (FDN)
around the DJIRA village. The team went through 32 stumps and found more than 2,000 pieces
of sawn timber, thus testifying to the veracity of the alerts transmitted. This is an unauthorised
exploitation in the National Estate Forest in violation of the provisions of Section 53(1)5 of the
forestry law of 20 January 1994. This case is punished by Section 156 (3)6 of the same law.
The large quantity of sawn timber (from 760 pieces during the observation of community
leaders to more than 2,000 pieces) identified on site, the testimonies and the imagery of the
facts (remains of burnt timber, the camp and well-managed logging tracks) show that this is
indeed a logging operation organised and maintained by a large part of the population of the
DJIRA and AMBANA villages. It should be remembered that these villages are located about
fifteen kilometres from the town of Batouri. The co-perpetrators and the presumed destination
of these fraudulently harvested timber cannot be known by these populations and even by the
officials in charge of forest control, who all live in the same town. These officials residing in
the town allegedly haggled with impoverished farmers to supply the local market with illegally
harvested timber. These acts of complicity are defined and punishable under the provisions of
Section 97 (1)7 and 98 (1)8 of Law No. 2016/007 of 12 July 2016 of the Penal Code.
It was noted that illegal logging activity continues despite the joint monitoring mission to
enforce the regulations in force. Reprisals against council officials during this joint mission are
indicative not only of complicity, but also of local forest governance problems. Participatory
forest management seems to be put to the test. As long as there is no dialogue and no punitive
measures against the perpetrators, it would be difficult to put an end to this illegal logging,
which could eventually affect the survival of the Batouri Communal Forest.

5

The exploitation of national estate forests is carried out by sale of standing volume, by permit or by personal
authorization to log
6

Any person who commits one or more of the following offences shall be punished by a fine of between CFAF 3,000,000 and
10,000,000 or by imprisonment for between one (1) and three (3) years or by one of these penalties only: (...) unauthorized
logging in a national estate or community forest, in violation of Sections 52, 53 and 54, without prejudice to damages on the
timber exploited, as provided for in Section 159 below;
7

Is an accomplice to a felony, crime or misdemeanour:
a) Whoever in any way induces or instructs the commission of the offence;
b) One who assists or facilitates the preparation (...) of the offence;
8
Co-perpetrators and accomplices shall be liable to the same penalty as the principal perpetrator unless
otherwise provided by law.
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6. Difficulties encountered
The mission team encountered a few obstacles, which did not constitute a particular impediment
to the collection of data:


The active worksite did not allow for further data collection along one of the forest
tracks leading to the Batouri communal forest;



The reluctance of many of the people solicited (notables) and the difficulty of realising
focus groups because of their strong involvement in the action.

7. Conclusion and recommendations
The Forest-Link alerts collected by the observers and community leaders of the DJIRA village
relating to alleged illegal logging in the national estate forest have been substantiated. A
complicity of the DJIRA village community has been established; the co-perpetrators, the
destination of the fraudulently logged timber are believed to reside in the town of Batouri and
are known to the populations of the DJIRA village located some 15 kilometres from the said
town. In view of the facts observed and testimonies received during our investigations, the
participatory management of forest resources seems to be put to the test in order to safeguard
the environment.
PAPEL recommends to the Minister in charge of Forestry and Wildlife to:


Send a control mission in the national estate forest and especially in the customary
land of the DJIRA and AMBANA villages;



Conduct a survey of holders of timber depots and timber sales facilities in Batouri
to identify their sources of timber supply and take appropriate actions;



Instruct MINFOF’s Divisional Delegation and the Batouri Council to set up
structures for dialogue and representation of the populations (Peasant Farmers’
Committee and Revenue Management Committee) for all matters concerning the
environment in general and forests in particular.
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8. Annexes
8.1.

Annex 1: UTM coordinates of field observations

Souches Houppiers et site de sciage non marquée identifiées
Essences

AYOUS

IROKO

N°

X
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Coordonnées UTM
Description_Souches
Description_Sites
Y
442330
489141 Souche Ayous nom marquée site de sciage
442383
489067 Souche Ayous nom marquée site de sciage
442420
489008 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
442396
488918 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
442419
488879 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
442426
488890 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
442455
488908 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
442461
488914 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442461
488913 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442461
488917 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442461
488922 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442461
488919 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442461
488920 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442461
488930 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442461
488927 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442461
488917 SoucheS Ayous non marquée Site de sciage Brulé
442475
489042 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
442474
489090 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
442419
488879 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
441519
488475 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
441561
588471 Souche Ayous non marquée site de sciage
440527
489500 Souches d'Ayous non marquée site de sciage
440527
489563 Souches d'Ayous non marquée site de sciage
440494
489558 Souches d'Ayous non marquées site de sciage
440460
489628 Souches d'Ayous non marquées site de sciage
440438
489607 Souches d'Ayous non marquées site de sciage
440497
489640 Souches d'Ayous non marquées site de sciage
442385
489043 Souches d'Ayous non marquées site de sciage
440211
489811 Souches d'Ayous non marquées site de sciage
440189
489833 Souches d'Ayous non marquées site de sciage
440322
489745 Souches d'Ayous non marquées site de sciage
442386
489044 Souches Iroko non marquée
Site de sciage Brulé

description_Houppies
Houppier non marqué
Houppier non marqué
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier non marqué
Houppier non marqué
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier non marqué
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier non marqué
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier non marqué
Houppier non marqué
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier non marqué
Houppier non marqué
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier non marqué
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier non marqué
Houppier portant les initiales
Houppier non marqué
Houppier non marqué
Houppier non marqué
Houppier non marqué
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AYOUS

IROKO

N°
1
2
3
4
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Débités identifiées
Coordonnées UTM
Nbre de pièces
X
Y
442328
489458
512
442299
489369
14
442275
489290
122
441891
490199
500
441519
488475
12
441519
488475
56
441561
588471
800
442474
489090
5

Autres faits
Coordonnées UTM
Descriptions X
Y
Piste entrée
440574
489439
Piste entrée
441279
489253
Piste entrée
441405
490540
Campement
442396
488918
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Annex 2: Denunciation of the head of the Batouri communal unit
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Annex 3: List of operational titles as of 20 October 2019
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